
Importance of Salah & Prayer 

Timings 

1. Indicate if salah is wajib upon the following: 

Scenario
Not 

wajib
Wajib

A lunatic/insane person

A person slept through the whole waqt of salah

A person who is paralysed such that they can only move 

their eyes

A woman who has just finished her haydh/nifaas, and there 

is only enough time to make ghusl,  but not start salah

A young boy/young girl

An unconscious person who gained consciousness 30 

seconds before salah time ended
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2. Fill in the blanks: 

The beginning time of fajr is from the appearance of dawn. The end time of fajr is

as long as the sun has not risen. The beginning time of Zuhr is after

the sun declines from its zenith. The end time according to Imam Abu Hanifa is

when the shadow of an object is equal to twice its size. Imam Muhammad and 

Abu Yusuf hold that the end time of Zuhr is when the shadow of an object is

equal to its length. The beginning time of Asr is when the time of Zuhr has finished.

The end time of Asr is as long as the sun has not set. The beginning time of 

Maghrib is from after the setting of the sun. The end time of Maghrib is after

redness when one can see the whiteness of the horizon. The beginning time of 

Isha is when the time for maghrib has passed. The end time remains until dawn, 

however it makrooh tahrimi if delayed after midnight. The beginning time for witr

is after Isha, and the end time is before the dawn of the day.

after Isha
the shadow of an object is equal to its 

length

after midnight
the shadow of an object is equal to 

twice its size

after the setting of the sun the sun declines from its zenith

as long as the sun has not set the sun has not risen

the appearance of dawn the time for Maghrib has passed.

the dawn of the day the time of Zuhr has finished

the redness when one can see the 

whiteness of the horizon
until dawn
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3. Indicate the ruling of salah in the following scenarios: 

Scenario
Mustah

ab

Not 

Makroo

h

Makroo

h

To delay the performance of Zuhr prayer during the 

hot season

To finish praying Fajr salah in the in the first light of day

To hasten towards offering maghrib salah and to offer 

it immediately after sunset

To offer any nafl salaat other than the the two rakats 

sunnah and two rakats fard at the time of Fajr

To offer any nafl salah after having offered asr salah

To offer any nafl salah after offering Fajr salah until 

sunrise

To offer any nafl salah prior to the salahs of eid

To offer any salah at the time of the khutbah of nikah

To offer any salah when the iqaamah for a fard salah 

is being called out

To offer nafl salah after the eid salah in the mosque

To offer nafl salah before the fardh of Maghrib

To perform Isha before the first third of the night has 

passed

To perform qada salah and sajdah-e-tilaawat after 

Fajr/Asr salah

To perform salah when the imam gets up from his 

place to perform the khutbah

To pray at sunrise, mid-day and sunset
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